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Hyperovals in PG(2, 16) 
CHRISTINE M. O'KEEFE AND TIM PENTTILA 
It is shown that every hyperoval in PG(2, 16) is either regular or is a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval. 
This result was first found by Hall in 1975 with the aid of a computer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1958 Lunelli and See [8] found, using a computer, an irregular hyperoval in the 
Desarguesian projective plane PG(2, 16) of order 16. A hyperoval in PG(2, q), q 
even, is a set of q + 2 points, no three of which are collinear, and a hyperoval is regular 
if it contains q + 1 points which are the points of a non-degenerate conic; that is, they 
can be described by a single absolutely irreducible quadratic equation. 
In 1975 Hall [5] showed, with the aid of a computer, that in PG(2, 16) every 
hyperoval is either regular or is a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval. 
In this paper we prove Hall's result without using a computer. In Section 2 we 
analyse equations on the coefficients of the polynomial representing a hyperoval in 
PG(2, 16) (due to Glynn [3]) to give an upper bound on the number of such 
polynomials. Then in Section 3 we investigate the possible orbits of the homography 
stabiliser of a hyperoval on its points to prove that if there is an irregular hyperoval in 
PG(2, 16) which is not a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval then its collineation stabiliser has order 
at most 120. This implies that if there is an irregular hyperoval in PG(2, 16) which is 
not a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval then the number of polynomials representing hyperovals 
in PG(2, 16) is greater than the upper bound given in Section 2 and the result follows. 
First we need some results concerning hyperovals. An account of hyperovals appears 
in Hirschfeld [6]. 
Since the automorphism group PI'L(3, q) of PG(2, q) is transitive on quadrangles, a 
hyperoval is equivalent under the action of P I'L(3, q) to one containing the 
fundamental quadrangle, (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 1). Further, such a 
hyperoval can be written in terms of a permutation polynomial; that is, a polynomial 
which induces a permutation on GF(q). 
THEOREM 1.1 [6, 8.4.2]. A hyperoval 0 in PG(2, q) can be written as 
~(/) = {(1, t,f(t)): t E GF(q)} U {(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, l)} 
where f is a permutation polynomial of degree at most q - 2 satisfying f(O) = 0 and 
f(l) = 1. 
Polynomials which arise in this way are called o-polynomials, and those o-
polynomials arising from equivalent hyperovals will be called equivalent. See [1] or [9] 
for an account of o-polynomials. If f is an o-polynomial then f(O) = 0 and f(l) = 1 
imply that f has no constant term, and that the sum of the coefficients off is 1. Further, 
the following has been shown. 
THEOREM 1.2 [12; 6, 8.4.2 Cor. 1). The coefficient of each term of odd power in an 
o-polynomial is zero. 
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The next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial to be an 
o-polynomial, but first we need the following partial ordering :5 on the set of integers 
n where 0 ~ n ~ q - 1. If q = 2h and 
h-1 




c= L c;2; 
i=O 
(where each b; and each c; is either 0 or 1) then b :5 c iff b; ~ c; for all i. In other words, 
b :5 c iff all terms appearing in the binary expansion of b also appear in the binary 
expansion of c. 
THEOREM 1.3 [3]. A polynomial f of degree at most q - 2 satisfying f (0) = 0 and 
f(l) = 1 is an o-polynomial iff the coefficient of xc in f(x)b (mod xq - x) is zero for all 
pairs of integers (b, c) satisfying 1 ~ b ~ c ~ q - 1, b * q -1 and b :5 c. 
This condition can be analysed to give equations relating the coefficients of f as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1.4 [9). Let f(x) = 'f..?~? a;x; and suppose that 'f..?~? a;= 1. Then f is an 




where b = a 1 + a 2 +···+am the ai are distinct powers of 2 and the sum is over all ik 
with c = 'f../:= 1 ikak (mod(q - 1)). 
Theorem 1.2 can be recovered from this result in the case b = 1 as follows (see [3]). 
Since b = 1, we haven= 1 and a 1 = 1. Now b :5 c implies that c is odd and 
n 
c = L ikak (mod(q - 1)) 
k=1 
= i 1 (mod(q - 1)) 
has only the solution i1 = c. The equation for b = 1 and b :5 c is therefore ac = 0 and the 
result follows. 
As noted in [3), if b 1 = b2 a (mod (q - 1)), a a power of 2, then the equations arising 
from b 1 and c1 with b 1 :5 c1 are equivalent to those arising from b2 and c2 with b2 :5 c2. 
From now on we let q = 16 and note that a hyperoval of PG(2, 16) has 18 points. 
2. THE UPPER BOUND 
We have seen that a hyperoval of PG(2, 16) is represented by an o-polynomial of the 
form 
f(x) = a14X 14 + a12X 12 + awx 10 + agX8 + a&X6 + a4x4 + a2x2 
where a; E GF(16) for all i and 'f..?= 1 a2; = 1. Theorem 1.4 gives equations which must 
be satisfied by the coefficients of an o-polynomial. In this section we analyse the 
equations more fully to give a bound on the number of o-polynomials. 
First we write some of the equations explicitly. The case b = 1 has already been 
considered, and the next most simple case is b = 3 = 1 + 2. The condition b :5 c means 
that c = 3 (mod 4) and c ~ 15 gives c = 3, 7, 11 or 15. In the case c = 3 we need to find 
all solutions i1 and i2 to the equation 3 = i1 + 2i2 (mod 15). These solutions are 
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(i 11 iz) = (2, 8), (6, 6), (10, 4) and (14, 2), giving the equation: 
In this way the case b = 3 gives the first four equations below and the case b = 5 gives 
the next four. These, together with L.J=i au= 1 are the only equations we shall use. 
(There are two further equations arising from b = 7, but these involve products of 3 
coefficients.) 
Oza~+ a6a~ + a 10a~ + a 14a~ = 0 
azafo + a6a~ + a 10a~ + a14a~ = 0 
azafz + a6afo + a 10a~ + 014a~ = 0 
azaf4 + a6afz + a10afo + a14a~ = 0 
Ozafz + a1oafo + a4a~ + 01za~ = 0 
a4afz + a1zaf0 + a6a~ + a 14a~ = 0 
Ozaf4 + a10aiz + a4a~ + 01za~ = 0 
a4af4 + a1zaiz + a6a~ + a 14a~ = 0 
We write the first four equations in matrix form: 
( a 10 Oz)(a~) ( a 14a~ +a~ ) 
a14 a6 a~ = a 10a~ + azaf0 
(a10 Oz)( aJ) = (a1~a~ + a6:fo) 014 a6 a12 a10 + Oz014 











We consider the two cases det(A) = 0 and det(A) =FO separately, in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.1. The number of o-polynomials with a10a6+aza 14 =#=0 is at most 
17.16.15 = 4080. 
PROOF. Suppose that det(A) * 0. Then each of the equations (9) and (10) has a 
unique solution, namely (a~, a~)' =X1 =A-1B1 and (a~, afz)' =Xz=A-1Bz. This gives 
unique expressions for a~, a~ and af z. 
The number of matrices A with det(A) * 0 is equal to the order of the general linear 
group GL(2, 16) which is 17.16.15z, and each such matrix with entries Oz, a6 , a10 and 
a14 gives a unique solution for a4, a8 and a12 (note that since the order of the field is 
even, the map x~xz is an automorphism). Such a solution can be regarded as the 
coefficients of a polynomial which satisfies four of the necessary conditions to be an 
o-polynomial. Since the equations are homogeneous of degree 3, any non-zero scalar 
multiple of a solution is again a solution, and since we know that the sum of the 
coefficients of an o-polynomial is 1, then at most one in 15 of the solutions could 
correspond to an o-polynomial. The result follows. D 
We consider the case in which a10a6 + aza 14 = 0 in two lemmas, according as none or 
some of Oz, a6 , a 10 and a14 are zero, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.2. The number of o-polynomials with a10a6 + aza 14 = 0 but none of Oz, a6 , 
a10 or a14 zero is at most 16.15 = 240. 
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PROOF. In this case the second row of A is a non-zero scalar multiple of the first 
row, so that a 14 = A.a 10 and a6 = A.a2 for some A. e GF(16), A.* 0, and equation (9) 
becomes 
( a10 a2 )(a~) ( M10a~ + A.
3a~ ) (ll) 
Aa10 M2 a~ = A.2a10a~ + a2af0 · 
Since the second row of the coefficient matrix A on the left-hand side of the equation 
is A. times the first row, this must also be true of the matrix on the right-hand side, 
which implies that 
A.(A.a1oa~ + A.3a~) = A.2a10a~ + a2afo; 
so A.4a~ = afo· 
Hence a10 = A.2a2 and a14 = A.a10 = A.3a2. Equation (11) becomes 
giving A.2a~ +a~= 0. 
Analogous calculations with equation (10) show that 
(12) 
(13) 
A.2a~ + af2 = 0. (14) 
There are 15 possibilities for the coefficient a2 and 15 for the scalar A., each of which 
then determine a6 , a10 and a14. Now there are 16 possibilities for a4, say, but then 
equations (13) and (14) determine as and a 12 • Again the equations are homogeneous of 
degree 3, so the restriction that the sum of the a; is 1 divides the number of possibilities 
by 15, giving the result. 
LEMMA 2.3. The number of o-polynomials with a10a6 + a2a 14 = 0 and some of a2, 
a6 , a10 or a14 are zero is exactly 3 (in fact they are precisely the 3 monomial 
o-polynomials representing a regular hyperoval). 
PROOF. Suppose that a10a6 + a2a 14 = 0 and some of a2, a6 , a10 or a14 is zero. There 
are only four possibilities; namely (i) a2 = a6 = 0, (ii) a2 = a10 = 0, (iii) a14 = a6 = 0, and 
(iv) a14 = a10 = 0. This time we use equations (1)-(8), together with the fact that the 
sum of the a; is 1, to obtain our result. 
In case (i) equations (1) and (2) imply that either a4 = 0 or a 10 = a14 = 0. If a4 = 0 
equations (5) and (8) give a10 = a 12 = O; then (4) implies that either as= 0 or a 14 = 0. If 
a10 = a 14 = 0 using equations (5) and (8) gives a 12 = a4 = 0. Thus in case (i) the only 
solutions with sum of the a; equal to 1 are as= 1 and a 14 = 1. Similar arguments give 
the same two solutions in case (ii). In each of the cases (iii) and (iv) we are left with the 
two solutions a2 = 1 and as = 1. D 
In these three lemmas we have shown that: 
THEOREM 2.4. The number of o-polynomials for PG(2, 16) is at most 4323. 
REMARK. In fact, the o-polynomials for PG(2, 16) have been determined using a 
computer (see [9]). There are 2058 o-polynomials, 18 of which represent regular 
hyperovals and 2040 of which represent Lunelli-Sce hyperovals. The vanishing of the 
determinant a10a6 + a2a 14 precisely distinguishes these two classes, as every o-
polynomial with a10a6 + a2a14 = 0 represents a regular hyperoval and conversely. We 
do not know whether or not this is significant. 
3. THE LOWER BOUND 
In this section we are concerned with finding a lower bound for the number of 
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o-polynomials for PG(2, 16). We therefore need to know the number of o-polynomials 
equivalent to the o-polynomial of a given hyperoval, which is related to the size of its 
collineation stabiliser; that is, the group of elements of PI'L(3, 16) which fix the 
hyperoval. 
THEOREM 3.1 [9). Let 'Je be a hyperoval of PG(2, q) where q = 2h and h ~ 2, 
containing the fundamental quadrangle (l, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (l, 1, 1). Let the 
o-polynomial of 'Je be f and let G denote the stabiliser of 'Je in PI'L(3, q). The number 
of o-polynomials equivalent to f is 
h(q + 2)(q + l)q(q - 1) 
IGI 
When q = 16 this number is 293760/IGI. 
In the remainder of this section we show that if there is an irregular hyperoval in 
PG(2, 16) which is not Lunelli-Sce then it has a collineation stabiliser of order at most 
120; thus it gives rise to at least 2448 o-polynomials. 
THEOREM 3.2. A hyperoval 'Je in PG(2, 16) the collineation stabiliser of which has 
order greater than 120 is regular or is a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval. 
PROOF. Let G be the collineation stabiliser of 'Je and let H be the homography 
stabiliser H = G n PGL(3, 16) of 'Je. Note that the index of H in G is 1, 2 or 4 so 
IGI ~ 4 IHI. We will use the fact that, since any four points of 'Je form a quadrangle, a 
subgroup of H pointwise stabilising four points of 'Je is trivial. We now analyse the 
possible lengths of the orbits of Hon '/le. We use the following notation to describe the 
orbit structure of Hon '/le: if there are a orbits of length A, b orbits of length Band so 
on then we will say that H has orbit structure A 0 Bb · · · on '/le. Note first that !GI 
divides 4 · 18 · 17 · 16 · 15 = 27 • 33 • 5 · 17 and 'Je has 18 points. So the length of an orbit 
is at most 18 and divides 27 • 33 • 5 · 17. This rules out 7, 11, 13 and 14. We deal with 
the remaining cases one at a time. 
If H has orbit structure 181 on '/le, that is if His transitive on the points of 'Je, then 'Je 
is a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval [7). The existence of an orbit of length 17, 16 or 15 implies 
that 'Je is regular by [10) and Lemma 2.3, which shows that a hyperoval represented by 
a monomial o-polynomial is regular. 
We now look at the case in which H has an orbit of length 1 on '/le. In other words, H 
fixes a point P of 'Je and H acts faithfully on the lines on P so that H is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of PGL(2, 16). By Dickson's list of subgroups [2), noting that PGL(2, 16) = 
PSL(2, 16), we have the following possibilities: 
(1) H = PGL(2, 16); 
(2) H ~ AGL(l, 16); 
(3) H~ D34 ; 
(4) H ~ D'30; 
(5) H~A4; 
(6) H ~ PGL(2, 4). 
Since H does not have an orbit of length 17 on '/le, 17 does not divide IHI, which rules 
out possibilities (1) and (3). As H has no orbit of length 15 on '/le, if H ~ D'JO then 
H~D10 or H~D6 giving IHl~lO and so IGl~40, which rules out (4). Similarly, 
H~A4 implies that IHI~ 12; so that !GI ~48 which rules out (5). 
Next suppose that H ~ PGL(2, 4). Now !GI~ 120, so that IHI~ 30 and since the 
largest proper subgroup of PGL(2, 4) has order 12, we have that H = PGL(2, 4). Thus 
we have H = PGL(2, 4) fixing a point P and acting faithfully (as on PG(l, 16)) on the 
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lines on P each of which contains a unique point of 'Je. Thus H has an orbit (}of length 
5 on 'Je, corresponding to PG(l, 4) inside PG(l, 16). The stabiliser HQ in Hof a point 
Q not on 'Je fixes the points P, Q and RE 'Je\{P}, where P, Q and R are collinear. 
Thus HQ consists entirely of elations with axis PQR (as axial homographies are elations 
or homologies, but a homology cannot stabilise a hyperoval since its orbits, other than 
its fixed points, contain a triple of collinear points). Since the group of all elations with 
a common axis has order 162 = 28 , the order of HQ is a power of 2, and divides 
IHI= 60. Thus IHQI divides 4, so IH: HQI;;;. 15 and the orbit under Hof any point not 
on 'Je has length at least 15. We now show that H stabilises a .unique hyperoval 
containing (} U { P}, namely 'Je. If 'Je' is a hyperoval stabilised by H then it is a union of 
orbits of HQ. But if (}' is an orbit of HQ not contained in 'Je then 10'1;;o15, so 
l{P} U OU 0'1 ;;.21 which has too many points to be a hyperoval. Thus the only 
possible union of orbits of HQ which can be a hyperoval is 'Je itself. Since H stabilises 
the 5-arc (}, it stabilises the unique conic Cfi determined by (}; hence { P} U Cfi is a 
hyperoval containing {P} U (}and stabilised by H. By the above arguments 'Je = { fJ>} U 
Cfi so 'Je is regular. But the homography stabiliser of a regular hyperoval is PGL(2, 16), 
contrary to the fact that H = PGL(2, 4). Thus (6) cannot occur. 
Suppose finally that (2) occurs; that is, H ~ AGL(l, 16). Note first that 16 does not 
divide IHI, since then H would contain the Sylow 2-subgroup of AGL(l, 16) and such a 
subgroup has an orbit of length at least 16. Now an element f of order 5 in AG L(l, 16) 
fixes no proper non-trivial subgroup of the Sylow 2-subgroup S (as it has a fixed point 
and 3 orbits of length 5). But if 5 divides IGI then H n Sis fixed by an element of order 
5 so has order 1 or 16, and if 2 divides IHI then H n S has order 16. Thus either IHI is 
not divisible by 2 or it is not divisible by 5. In the first case IHI~ 15 so that IGI ~ 60 
and in the second case IHI~ 24 implying IGI ~ 96, both of which are contrary to the 
hypothesis that IGI;;;. 120. 
If H has an orbit of length 2 on H, then the stabiliser of one point of 'Je is a subgroup 
K of Hof index 2 which has one of the forms (1)-(6) above. But K has a fixed point so 
must be of the form (2); that is, K ~AGL(l, 16). By the same arguments, either IKI is 
not divisible by 2 or it is not divisible by 5. In the first case IHI~ 30 so that IGI ~ 120, 
contrary to the hypothesis that IGI > 120. In the second case, an element of order 3 or 
AGL(l, 16) acting on S has a fixed point and 5 orbits of length 3, so fixes only 
subgroups of order 1, 4 or 16 of S. So 8 does not divide IKI. Thus IKI ~ 12, which 
implies IHI~ 24 and IGI ~ 96, contrary to hypothesis. 
Suppose that H has an orbit of length 3 on 'Je. The pointwise stabiliser in H of these 
three points has index at most 6 and acts semi-regularly on the remaining 15 points; so 
its orbits have the same length (equal to the order of the subgroup) and dividing 15. 
But this length cannot be 15 by the above arguments and so is 1, 3 or 5. In any case H 
has order at most 6.5 = 30 and G has order at most 120, contrary to the hypothesis. 
If H has an orbit of length 4 on 'Je then the pointwise stabiliser in H of these four 
points is trivial, and since its index in H is at most 24 we have IHI ~ 24, which implies 
IGI ~ 96, contrary to the hypothesis. 
We can rule out an orbit of length 8 as follows. Firstly, the above results show that 
the orbit structure of H on 'Je must be 81101 or 8152 • Then H acting on the orbit of 
length 8 is a transitive group of degree 8, the order of which is divisible by 5, since H 
has an orbit of length divisible by 5 on 'Je. Such groups are primitive and so by [13) 
must contain A8 , and we have a contradiction since 7 divides IAsl but it does not divide 
IHI. 
Suppose now that H has an orbit of length 5 or 10 on 'Je. By the previous reasoning 
there is no possible orbit structure of H on 'Je. 
We next consider the case in which H has an orbit of length 6 on 'Je, separating the 
orbit structures 63 and 61 • 121 and the cases H primitive and H imprimitive. 
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If H has orbit structure 63 on 'If and His primitive on some orbit on H, then by [13] 
it follows that H is isomorphic to one of PSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5), A 6 or S6 , acting on 
each of the orbits. The first two of these have a unique action of degree 6, and there 
exist involutions in PSL(2, 5) (and hence in PGL(2, 5)) which fix two points. Such 
involutions therefore fix 6 points of the hyperoval (two per orbit) which contradicts the 
fact that homographic involutions, being elations, fix at most two points of a hyperoval. 
S6 also cannot occur as it has involutions fixing four points. A 6 has two actions of 
degree 6, and in both of these actions involutions fix 2 points. Hence there is an 
involution in A 6 fixing 6 points of the hyperoval, which is impossible. 
Now suppose that H has orbit structure 63 on 'If and H is imprimitive on all orbits on 
'If. If an orbit on 'If has three blocks of length two then H is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of 52wrS3 , where wr denotes the wreath product. Since IGI ~ 120, IHI~ 30 and so 
H = 52wrS3 which has involutions with more than two fixed points. If an orbit on 'If has 
two blocks of length 3 then His isomorphic to a subgroup of S3 wr52. As IHI~ 30 we 
have IHI = 36 or 72. If IHI = 72 then H = S3 wr52 which contains involutions fixing more 
than two points. If IHI = 36 then H = (S3 wr52) n A 6 and all involutions fix exactly two 
points. Now H acts the same way on each orbit as all other possible actions have been 
ruled out; thus there is an involution in H fixing six points, which is impossible. 
If H has orbit structure 61121 on 'If and His primitive on the orbit of length 6 then 
[13] implies that H is isomorphic to one of PSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5), A 6 or S6 • S6 is 
impossible as it has involutions fixing four points, and A6 is impossible as it has no 
subgroup of index 12. PGL(2, 5) has one conjugacy class of subgroups on index 12, 
namely conjugates of K = {x ~ ±x + b: b E GF(5)}. The involution x ~ -x fixes two 
points on the orbit of length 6 and at least one point on the orbit of length 12, which is 
impossible. Suppose H = PSL(2, 5). Since IGI ~ 120 IGI = 240 and G has six Sylow 
5-subgroups (the number is congruent to 1 modulo 5, divides 24 and is at least 6 since 
PSL(2, 5) has six) so the normaliser of a Sylow 5-subgroup in G has order 40. An 
element of order 5 in PI'L(3, 16) is conjugate to one of the form 
(
a
3 O O) 
0 b3 0 
0 0 1 
(as Sylow 5-subgroups have order 25), and if such an element stabilises a hyperoval 
then it is not a homology so that a 3 * b3 • Thus it fixes only the points (1, 0, 0), (0, l, 0) 
and (0, 0, 1), and so it generates a subgroup the normaliser of which permutes these 
three points. Therefore the normaliser has order dividing 1523! which is not divisible by 
40, giving a contradiction. 
Suppose that H has orbit structure 61121 on 'If and that His imprimitive on the orbit 
of length 6. The possibilities for H are those given for the orbit structure 63 and the 
arguments using involutions given there rule out all cases except H = (~wr52) n A6 of 
order 36. In this case if B is a block of imprimitivity for H then gB is a block of 
imprimitivity for G for all g E G. Since H has only two blocks of imprimitivity, G must 
permute these, so G ~ S3 wr52 which is the full stabiliser of this system of imprimitivity. 
Therefore IGI ~ 72, a contradiction. 
If H has an orbit of length 12 on 'If then it must have orbit structure 61121 which has 
been ruled out. 
We are left with the case that H has an orbit of length 9 on 'If, and so the orbit 
structure of H on 'If is necessarily 92 • First we prove that IGI is not divisible by 27. 
Since G ~ PI'L(3, 16), the order of which is not divisible by 81, if 27 divides IGI then 
G contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of PI'L(3, 16) and hence it contains a homology, which 
is impossible as a homology cannot stabilise a hyperoval. 
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Now suppose that H is primitive on some orbit on <Je. Now H must be of affine type 
since the other possible groups have orders divisible by 7 (see [13]). Let T denote the 
(unique) regular normal elementary abelian subgroup (of order 9), and note that 
T ~ H ~AGL(2, 3). For each g E G, g- 1Tg is a subgroup of H of order 9; thus 
g- 1Tg = T. So T is normal in G and G has affine type also, implying that 
G ~AGL(2, 3). Since IGI;;::.: 120 and 27 does not divide IGI, we have IGI = 144. So G 
is the semidirect product of T with S, a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2, 3). But this is 
impossible since S contains an involution which fixes three points. 
Finally, suppose that H is imprimitive, so that H ~ S3 wrS3 • If H has exactly one 
block system then G ~ S3 wrS3 since G permutes the blocks of H. Now IGI ~ 4 IHI and 
IGI not divisible by 27 imply that IGI = 120 = 9 · 16; so G contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of S:JwrS:J, and a transposition has more than two fixed points on <Je, a contradiction. If 
H has exactly two block systems, then as G must permute the blocks we have 
G ~ S:JwrSi acting imprimitively on the 6 blocks. This means that IGI ~ 72, contrary to 
the hypothesis that I GI ;;::.: 120. If H has more than two block systems then it must have 
four which are then the parallel classes of an AG(2, 3). Thus H ~ AGL(2, 3) and H 
fixes each parallel class of AG(2, 3), implying that IHI~ 18 and hence IGI ~ 72, which 
is again a contradiction. D 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. A hyperoval in PG(2, 16) is either regular or is a Lunelli-Sce 
hyperoval. 
PROOF. The collineation stabiliser of a regular hyperoval in PG(2, 16) has order 
17.16.15.4 = 16320; so by Theorem 3.1 the regular hyperovals provide 18 o-
polynomials. The collineation stabiliser of a Lunelli-Sce hyperoval in PG(2, 16) has 
order 144 [11] and the Lunelli-Sce hyperovals provide 2040 o-polynomials, giving 
2058 in total. Suppose there is a hyperoval <Je in PG(2, 16) which irregular and is not a 
Lunelli-Sce hyperoval. By Theorem 3.2 the collineation stabiliser of <Je has order at 
most 120, and so it provides at least 2448 o-polynomials. But this gives a total of at 
least 4506 o-polynomials for PG(2, 16), which is greater than the upper bound of 4323 
found in Theorem 2.4. D 
Hyperovals in a projective plane are related to the codewords of minimum weight in 
the dual of the extended binary code of that plane. Indeed, the number of hyperovals 
determines the number of codewords of minimum weight. See [4] for an exposition of 
this connection. 
CoROLLARY. Let 'if be the dual of the extended binary code associated with the pro-
jective plane PG(2, 16). The number of codewords of minimum weight in 'l: is 119858193. 
PROOF. The codewords of 'l: of minimum weight correspond precisely to the lines 
and the hyperovals in PG(2, 16). Since the number of lines in PG(2, 16) is 273, the 
number of regular hyperovals in PG(2, 16) is 1048320 and the number of Lunelli-Sce 
hyperovals is 118809600, the result follows. D 
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